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The refrigeration systems comprise of four essential components. 

The main moving component is compressor. The others are condenser, 
evaporator and metering dsvice. 

The refrigeration compressor acts as the heart of refrigeration system. It 
circulates refrigerant in the system like heart circulates blood in the body. In the 
process of this circulating refrigerant, it picks up refrigerant vapour at low 
temperature and pressure and raises the vapour to a higher temperature & 
pressure. This results in temperature and corresponding pressure in the 
evaporator being lowered allowin_g refrigerant to absorb heat and raise 
temperature and corresponding pressure in the condenser-allowing refrigerant to 
reject heat. 

The compressor and metering device separate high and low pressure side of the 
system and are termed as movingparts. 

The condenser and evaporator are heat exchangers for rejecting from and 
absorbinq heat into the system. 

The refrigerant enables to move this heat from a place where it is not wanted to a 
place 'Nhere it is less oqjectionable. 

The system performance is dependant on all the components working to gather 
and is determined by the weakest cornponent of the system. 

Changing individual component, or increasing the capacity of one of the 
components may not increase capac_i!Y of the system, unless matchin_g 
components are also available. Individual component may however influence the 
s_y&tem performance. 

The main difference between refrigeration systems for CFC/HCFC refrigerants 
and Ammonia refrigeration is, Ammonia .�ystems are normally engineered 
component by component, whereas HCFC systems are available mostly as 
factory build standard pack�_ges. 

The chances of making errors in factory build systems are considerably lower 
than site erected - integrated �ystems. 

More engineering efforts are therefore needed in designing Ammonia systems 
than HCFC-22 systems. 
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to protrude throu_gh insulation. Valves of angle t�pe of ball I butterfly preferred to 
reduce pressure drops. 

Welding to be carried out in accordance with BS2633 or ASME B 31.5.code 
Operating parts of valves shall be dismantled during welding operation. 

CONCLUSION 

From the above information, one would readily appreciate that micro level 
planning and thinkin_g of each and eve_ry activity goes lon_g way in building a 
system that gives customer continued trouble free service for years to come and 
earns a good name for the contractor. 

27th October 2003 Ramesh Paranjpey 
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